The first Portuguese Ndongo war

Third hour
Ndongo under Fillip Harri

Study Questions:
1. Discuss the origin of Ndongo?
2. What were the social and political structures of Ndongo?
3. What were the impacts of Imbangala period?
4. Discuss the rise of Queen Nzinga?
5. Appraised the era of Fillipe Harri in Ndongo dynasty?

Reading List:

Week 5: Alouite Dynasty
Objectives:
The objective of the week is to discuss political, economic, social and religious structures of Alouite dynasty

Description:
First hour
Political structures.
Second hour
Economic structures.
Third hour
Social structures.
Religious structures.

Study Questions:
1. Discuss the emergence of Alouite dynasty in the history of Morocco?
2. Discuss the political structures of Alouite Dynasty during the reign of Ismail Ibn Sharif?
3. Critically explain the trade and commerce in Alouite dynasty?
4. To what extent is the relation of Aloute rulers in international affairs?
5. What aided the growth of Islam during the reign of Abderrahmane(1822-1859)

Reading List: